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File: aOP.png (376 KB, 681x1029)
 Marenheit 451 Art Pack Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)20:00:43 No.35582366 >>35582369 >>35582416 >>35585018 >>35586328 >>35593891

*Grace period extended to the 15th.

In this thread we contribute to an art pack in response to Derpibooru's recent censorship. The purpose is to promote free speech. Anypony is welcome to join and all media forms will be accepted. A lot of the art
pack will feature Aryanne due to the her ban on Derpi, however this is not a requirement to be included.

FAQs
Deadline?
July 11th. Grace period will allow submissions out to the 15th.

Why the name?
Marenheit 451. A reference and parody of Fahrenheit 451

Where to submit?
In the thread. Use smutty.horse (or other) if you can't post it directly. Please use the anchor post.

How much will it cost?
It will be a donation and will be pay-what-you-want.

What charity?
Comic Book Legal Defense Fund seems to be the popular one.

Is NSFW allowed?
Both SFW and NSFW stuff will be allowed. Use external links for NSFW.

What skill levels are accepted?
Any and all. This project is about community involvement.

Links:
Thread Doc: https://derpy.me/dxRjI
Art Ideas: https://derpy.me/kP4IF
Artist List: https://derpy.me/p02Ph
Mega Archive: https://derpy.me/kjBIh

Previous thread: >>35565253 →

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)20:01:00 No.35582369 >>35582393 >>35583165 >>35583530 >>35583566 >>35583899 >>35583958 >>35584620 >>35584673 >>35584685 >>35584954 >>35585151 >>35586035 >>35586530 >>35586593 >>35586732
>>35587484 >>35587597 >>35587598 >>35587751 >>35588338 >>35590119 >>35590145 >>35590194 >>35590505 >>35590946 >>35590961 >>35591550 >>35591610 >>35592613 >>35594958 >>35596379 >>35596635 >>35596782 >>35596940
File: Anch.jpg (29 KB, 500x500)

>>35582366 (OP)
Anchor.

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)20:04:39 No.35582393 >>35582409 >>35582413 >>35582415 >>35582427 >>35582444 >>35582455 >>35583943 >>35584021 >>35594142
File: Dance.gif (119 KB, 1185x1064)

>>35582369

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)20:07:00 No.35582409

>>35582393
Comrade Glimmer sure is cute!

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)20:07:44 No.35582413

>>35582393
That's adorable! I love it Anon!

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)20:08:25 No.35582415

>>35582393
oh fuck that's cute

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)20:08:41 No.35582416

>>35582366 (OP)
I have abandoned Derpibooru in toto. They are as dead to me as Facebook.

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)20:11:59 No.35582427

>>35582393
That is adorable.

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)20:15:22 No.35582444

>>35582393
muh heart

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)20:16:29 No.35582455

>>35582393
Cheers Anon, you made my day a little bit happier

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)20:29:42 No.35582513

Posting to do list of things that need to be done:
1)Verify that Datte good to go with everything.

2)Prepare note about what the artpack is to be included with release. Probably an extended version of the OP will do fine.

3)Collect art and prepare pack.

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)20:35:39 No.35582546 >>35582632
File: 0058_OAT_Misc_Krieg_Kommi(...).jpg (178 KB, 1132x1600)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_7Q
LZElTy60&feature=youtu.be [Embed]

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)20:57:26 No.35582632
File: spurdo 1482511282001.png (248 KB, 800x750)

>>35582546 (You)
kek

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)22:24:27 No.35583165 >>35583170 >>35583175 >>35583185 >>35583202 >>35583327 >>35583371 >>35584134 >>35584187 >>35594142
File: Screenshot_290.png (1.19 MB, 861x967)

>>35582369

Full Image (11MB):
https://files.catbox.moe/jltuhq.png

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)22:25:39 No.35583170

>>35583165
Shit son, that's a nice pic.

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)22:26:26 No.35583175

>>35583165
Beautiful

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)22:27:57 No.35583185
File: yeah.png (653 KB, 1086x943)

>>35583165
good shit

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)22:30:41 No.35583202 >>35583371 >>35584134
File: Screenshot_291.png (1.19 MB, 863x970)

>>35583165
HotFixed a little chin thing:

https://files.catbox.moe/x9oavt.png

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)22:53:02 No.35583327 >>35583356

>>35583165
Well fuck.
Good thing you posted that at the end, you would have made every other artist feel inadequate in comparison.

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)22:56:16 No.35583356

>>35583327
too late I already do

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)22:59:05 No.35583371
File: rotating_rainbow_blob.gif (20 KB, 128x128)

>>35583165
>>35583202

im speechless at how good this looks.
thank You kindly for this contribution.
looks great and so topical too.
Tanya goes always well with Aryanne.
bonus points for painting black and white. this might as well be

anime artwork on pixiv.

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)23:27:48 No.35583530 >>35583543 >>35583575 >>35583613 >>35583832 >>35583853 >>35583912 >>35584196 >>35584244 >>35584309 >>35586218 >>35586566 >>35594142 >>35594607 >>35594638
File: SpringtimeForAryanne_Plunger.png (1.22 MB, 1669x939)

>>35582369

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)23:29:47 No.35583543

>>35583530
based plunger

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)23:32:56 No.35583566 >>35583591 >>35583710 >>35583789 >>35583853 >>35583943 >>35584021 >>35584067 >>35594142
File: AryanneAndVeronikaHavingA(...).gif (129 KB, 536x240)

>>35582369

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)23:35:31 No.35583575

>>35583530
Fuckin Beautiful, Holy shit.

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)23:38:24 No.35583591 >>35584177

>>35583566
They did it, they're finally grilling in peace.

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)23:39:15 No.35583596 >>35583609 >>35583643 >>35583646 >>35583822

I still can't believe how much aryanne we got in two weeks. This is basically the annual quota and more if this drama didn't happen

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)23:41:03 No.35583609

>>35583596
I know. The level of delivery in this thread is incredible.

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)23:41:11 No.35583613

>>35583530
Germany was having trouble what a sad sad story! Needed a new leader to restore its former glory! Where oh where was she? Where could that mare be? We looked around, and then we found, the pone for you and me!

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)23:46:05 No.35583643 >>35583818

>>35583596
Funny how Aryanne, the nazi horse, became a symbol of freeze peach.

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)23:46:49 No.35583646 >>35583659

>>35583596
Makes me wish I had a drawing tablet or a scanner and the skill to actually draw

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)23:47:48 No.35583659 >>35583702

>>35583646
Makes me wish I’d get off my ass and write something

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)23:53:17 No.35583702

>>35583659
I couldn't figure out what to write, so instead I just got back into drawing.

 Anonymous 07/10/20(Fri)23:55:07 No.35583710

>>35583566
Plunger, I love you no homo, unless????

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)00:09:09 No.35583789

>>35583566
I had a giggle.

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)00:16:31 No.35583818

>>35583643
Has been from the get-go. Ass Stalker did her because he hated being told what he can and cannot draw.

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)00:17:50 No.35583822

>>35583596
Artists that would never have even thought about Aryanne otherwise are drawing her.

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)00:20:48 No.35583832

>>35583530
So many cute, sharply dressed mares.
The boner in my heart is matching the bone in my pant.

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)00:23:39 No.35583853

>>35583530
kek, that's great
>>35583566
that's cute

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)00:31:14 No.35583899 >>35594142
File: badthings.png (1.54 MB, 1920x1080)

>>35582369
Fixed a typo

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)00:33:09 No.35583912

>>35583530
Bretty good
would watch to the musical

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)00:38:24 No.35583943

>>35582393
>>35583566
God, I forgot ponies can be even more cute than themselves.
FUCK! MY HEART!!!

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)00:41:55 No.35583958 >>35584004 >>35584238
File: Rain_Shine_Disapproves.png (91 KB, 1600x1200)

>>35582369
My one and only contribution to the pack so far, gotta
admit this was pretty fun.

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)00:48:11 No.35584004

>>35583958
The fact that we had an episode on free speech is ironic, Rain Shine learned that lesson so she definitely would be disappointed.

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)00:50:32 No.35584021
File: flutterclap.gif (62 KB, 360x360)

>>35582393
>>35583566
CUTE!

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)01:00:45 No.35584067 >>35584075

>>35583566
That's great. What are they grilling?

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)01:02:14 No.35584075

>>35584067
Looks like carrots

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)01:05:53 No.35584094 >>35584101 >>35584107 >>35584442 >>35584685
File: Untitled 1.png (2.03 MB, 814x2161)

Posting for To_Fat_To_Fly because he's banned.
https://u.smutty.horse/lvyakgqgseh.png
https://u.smutty.horse/lvyakgqecrm.png

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)01:07:21 No.35584101
File: 1396396807546.png (455 KB, 600x504)

>>35584094
god damn. send him our
regards, that's 10/10.

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)01:07:48 No.35584107

>>35584094
Nigga does good work.

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)01:09:15 No.35584113 >>35584140 >>35584193 >>35584230

Question: since the deadline's the 11th (now 15th?), does that mean submissions ON the 11th are valid, or does it mean it stops after today? Currently rushing to get something done for this

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)01:11:08 No.35584134 >>35584181 >>35586530
File: Screenshot_292.png (1.19 MB, 863x969)

>>35583165
>>35583202

All important Heartstika Edit. Gonna try not to
touch this anymore.

https://files.catbox.moe/ufyzgg.png

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)01:11:48 No.35584140 >>35584193

>>35584113
I don't know about the grace period, but I assume submissions are valid at least until Datte(?) gets everything set up

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)01:18:19 No.35584177

>>35583591
perhaps the real centrists were the friends we made along the way

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)01:18:35 No.35584181 >>35584249

>>35584134
It's backwards.

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)01:19:48 No.35584187

>>35583165
goddamn

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)01:20:25 No.35584193

>>35584113
The 11th is a soft deadline. Submissions before the 15th should be alright. Mainly intended for people finishing up.

>>35584140
Datte said he'd be willing to do it. Don't know how much he's been lurking the thread, but would like to hear something from him. I know someone said he was also helping another artpack right now.

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)01:20:57 No.35584196 >>35584232

>>35583530
that's damn good im literally crying i love you faggots

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)01:26:11 No.35584230

>>35584113
Even if the deadline was the 11th, it'd still have gone to 11:59pm of the day for submissions anyway, so you would have still had all of tomorrow too there wasn't the grace period.

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)01:26:19 No.35584232

>>35584196
this is the power of mlp
no anon can hope to escape

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)01:27:26 No.35584238 >>35593072

>>35583958
>censorship
>was my episode for nothing?
>smhooves

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)01:28:23 No.35584244 >>35584345

>>35583530
Fuck, this needs to be animated and voiced. I'd watch the shit out of the equestrian version of that.

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)01:28:50 No.35584249 >>35584253 >>35584256 >>35584259 >>35584260 >>35584263
File: Screenshot_293.png (1.17 MB, 861x968)

>>35584181
You're right. Fixt.

https://files.catbox.moe/s36dbt.png

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)01:29:40 No.35584253

>>35584249
Goddamn it I needed those sides.

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)01:30:11 No.35584256

>>35584249
Heel hurtlor

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)01:30:24 No.35584259
File: ayeayefu'rer.png (908 KB, 1350x1500)

>>35584249

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)01:30:46 No.35584260
File: He also killed Hitler.png (557 KB, 960x792)

>>35584249
Perfect.

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)01:31:09 No.35584263

>>35584249
Max Kek

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)01:39:03 No.35584309

>>35583530
>That Anon conductor in the front

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)01:46:05 No.35584345

>>35584244
Seconding this

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)02:07:11 No.35584442

>>35584094
Nice

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)02:12:50 No.35584481
File: MuffinSS.jpg (75 KB, 636x800)

 xchan 07/11/20(Sat)02:41:42 No.35584607 >>35584616 >>35584620
File: lunaposter_ACTUALFINAL2_s(...).png (3.66 MB, 3000x4516)

Dropping my submission for the artpack. Feel free to contact me on Ponybooru if you need to - same
name - xchan.

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)02:44:51 No.35584616

>>35584607
>lowerres
Yeah, I guess that OP will need it to add the full res then.
Neat piece of art

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)02:46:34 No.35584620

>>35584607
wholesome
also anchoring
>>35582369

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)02:57:48 No.35584673 >>35584692 >>35584858 >>35594142
File: Screenshot_20200711_025330.jpg (346 KB, 1894x1040)

>>35582369

>full size image
https://mlpol.net/images/src/F578F0
5AE8488ED5C4FEC4FF03FC96BB-4680999.jpg

>creator account
https://www.deviantart.com/urgentcoffee

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)03:01:11 No.35584685

>>35584094
>>35582369
Forgot to anchor.

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)03:02:20 No.35584692

>>35584673
lel, nice.

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)03:35:40 No.35584858

>>35584673
>this is the true power of nazi science

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)03:58:28 No.35584954 >>35585047 >>35585564 >>35586588
File: crop.png (209 KB, 319x569)

>>35582369
Alright, now I think I'm done. Thank you to the anons who gave feedback; it helped a lot.

1 - https://dl.dropbox.com/s/h8q6jpi94nnxozm/%5BKurozu%5D%20Timberwolf%20o
f%20the%20SS%20-%201.png
2 - https://dl.dropbox.com/s/sdznsa81n66n5r0/%5BKurozu%5D%20Timberwolf%20o
f%20the%20SS%20-%202.png

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)04:11:48 No.35585018 >>35585022

>>35582366 (OP)
>July 11th. Grace period will allow submissions out to the 15th.
Does this mean I can submit something before the 15th and after the 11th?

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)04:12:26 No.35585022

>>35585018
yes

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)04:17:25 No.35585047

>>35584954
Good job Anon, it definitely looks better now.

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)04:26:49 No.35585086 >>35585464
File: file.png (893 KB, 1826x1025)

So, there is Christian conservative pony, Christ Chan, and
socialist pony, Lefty Pony

Which means there's no moderate progressive and moderate
libertarian ponies

Should we come up with one

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)04:44:03 No.35585151 >>35585185 >>35586001 >>35594142
File: LuftkriegsFieldTrip.png (1.33 MB, 1488x1053)

>>35582369
Aryanne and Luftkrieg spend the day learning about
firemares from Fireaxe

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)04:58:16 No.35585185

>>35585151
based and wholesome pilled

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)05:23:23 No.35585288 >>35585333

Ponybooru's tag is still "Fahreneigh 451" so we should change that up.

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)05:38:46 No.35585333 >>35585342

>>35585288
think we could get it tag aliased so people who search for "art pack:fahreneigh 451" are redirected to "art pack:marenheit 451"?

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)05:41:49 No.35585342 >>35585402 >>35588429

>>35585333
That definitely could be a good solution, but do aliases even work on Ponybooru yet?

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)06:00:58 No.35585402

>>35585342
it doesn't look like they do, or if they do, I can't find one that does it

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)06:21:02 No.35585464 >>35585469

>>35585086
>libertarian ponies
clipity clopity

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)06:22:05 No.35585469

>>35585464
>libertarian ponies when they see fillies

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)06:54:18 No.35585564 >>35585570

>>35584954
It's better but not quite there yet, her right eye is literally flat. I believe in you, Anon!

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)06:55:37 No.35585570 >>35585594 >>35586014

>>35585564
Should I just stop replying to the anchor post

It's in shadow. I don't know what to do

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)07:02:50 No.35585594

>>35585570
You can if you want, and just keep updating it until you feel it's done. Then after that, just upload it on smutty.horse or something, respond one last time to the anchor, and also link it in the artist doc.

You got this anon.

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)09:15:46 No.35585948

Man, this thread is like Christmas. One great present after the other.

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)09:34:33 No.35586001

>>35585151
Is Luftkrieg using the truck to turn herself into a kite? That's adorable.

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)09:43:21 No.35586014 >>35586254 >>35586267 >>35586588 >>35588281
File: 1594432708947.png (219 KB, 319x569)

>>35585570
>I don't know what to do
I'm not an expert but I would do something like this.

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)09:49:57 No.35586035 >>35586125 >>35586326 >>35588842
File: Untitled 1.png (730 KB, 966x909)

Was a fun collab. If anyone else needs help getting theirs done, whether it's a paintover or
another collab I'll be lurking.

https://u.smutty.horse/lvyemxbyjui.png
>>35582369

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)10:26:29 No.35586125 >>35586259 >>35586326 >>35586599

>>35586035
Ohh yeah, apparently some Anon talked about removing the crypto facist part since this is going to be a charity thing. Should it be removed?

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)10:31:04 No.35586139

You know, while I very clearly don't have the mojo to do more than one pic, I've had an idea.

In Russian, there's an expression: "нa oбижeнных вoдy вoзят", literally translated "the offended are used for water delivery". The idea is thus a representation of censors (say, Blossomforth) struggling to pull a cart with GIANT water
tank, or lift a carrying pole with massive buckets on it.

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)10:40:27 No.35586160 >>35586239
File: 1594456418843.png (149 KB, 494x422)

Someone mentioned a neat idea in the derpibooru thread
>Now I want to see aryanne and poniko watching anime together. After all Japan was
ally of Germany before
https://derpibooru.org/search?q=oc%3Aponiko&sf=upvotes&sd=desc

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)11:10:39 No.35586218

>>35583530
Man, this is how I wish I could draw.

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)11:21:16 No.35586239
File: file.png (105 KB, 375x497)

>>35586160
Yes, glory to Japanese
Empire

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)11:27:54 No.35586248

Test

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)11:30:23 No.35586253 >>35586255 >>35586271 >>35586296 >>35586320

Ah good. Fuck.

Sorry guys, Datte here.

I keep getting randomly banned because some furshit keeps.using my IP to spam porn on /k/ and /v/. I post in one thread once I clear it and then banned again.

I've been lurking this entire time and I'll have the payment shit set up with tommorow. I'll be using eJunkie, like Clop for a Cause usually has.

I'll be also posting my pic tommorow.

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)11:31:26 No.35586254

>>35586014
Woah, look at that pretty mare.

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)11:32:07 No.35586255 >>35586316

>>35586253
Oh nice. I was wondering what happened

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)11:33:52 No.35586259 >>35586326 >>35586599 >>35587532

>>35586125
There was a suggestion to replace it with "thought criminals" or something similar.

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)11:38:16 No.35586267 >>35586589

>>35586014
Kinda like the way the teeth and lips are already, but for the rest, I'll take your input on board if I mess with it today. I don't draw ponies or anything else very often, so I'm still trying to find what works for me. Thanks for the help.

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)11:39:27 No.35586271 >>35586316

>>35586253
Good to hear from you and that things are in order.

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)11:52:31 No.35586296 >>35586302 >>35586316

>>35586253
so are we doing an extension until the 15th?

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)11:55:43 No.35586302

>>35586296
I think yes. Don't know if Datte caught the end of the last thread or not. We also need to make the note to be included with the release and probably get together a list of artists included.

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)12:05:06 No.35586316 >>35586965
File: tumblr_pebfnxKWFR1td9q3lo(...).png (330 KB, 1200x1000)

>>35586296
If there was an announcement then yeh. I personally would prefer to release it sooner rather than later to strike while the iron is hot, but it's better this way so that more dudes can
add to the pile of art.

>>35586271
>>35586255

Sorry again, I tried appealing but I think they just kind of ignore you after a while

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)12:07:20 No.35586320 >>35586326

>>35586253
How do we know someone doesn't impersonate Datte? Does eJunkie have visible user accounts?

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)12:10:13 No.35586326 >>35586599 >>35587532
File: 1594176424496.png (118 KB, 308x333)

>>35586320
Shit, never thought of that. I've never used a trip before because I'm not a total homo, but I guess I'll make one for this purpose.

>>35586035
>>35586259
>>35586125
Yeah i think it's better to put "Thought Criminals"

Remember, boys. We're dealing with actual retards here. They will see "crypto fascists" and say "wow look they're admitting they're literal Nazis!!!">>35586320

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)12:11:15 No.35586328 >>35586330 >>35586333 >>35586353 >>35586564

>>35582366 (OP)
Why are we donating to a (((comic book industry))) lawyer?

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)12:13:19 No.35586330

>>35586328
I second this, what was the thought process behind it?

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)12:13:47 No.35586333 >>35586335

>>35586328
It was popular in the threads and people say they have a good record. Can go back to the threads to find the original discussions.

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)12:14:20 No.35586335 >>35586351 >>35586353 >>35586361

>>35586333
What do they do? What notable things have they accomplished? Serious question

 Dattebayo !!vUEQoF03bj9 07/11/20(Sat)12:17:58 No.35586346 >>35586354
File: Screenshot_20200711_031745.jpg (12 KB, 476x129)

Testing tripcode. Hope I don't end up looking
dumber than usual.

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)12:20:05 No.35586351 >>35586366 >>35586372 >>35586398 >>35594778

>>35586335
http://cbldf.org/2020/06/comic-book-legal-defense-fund-board-update/
They fucked up is what they did.

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)12:20:30 No.35586353 >>35586372 >>35586398

>>35586328
>>35586335
They've defended people who get arrested for hentai that runs afoul of the PROTECT Act, spoken out in defense of Milo's publisher, etc. They're more about published free speech in general, but they were founded because of some
police raids on small-time comic shops over indie smut comics back in the 80s -- thus the name.

http://cbldf.org/about-us/case-files/cbldf-case-files/handley/
https://bleedingcool.com/comics/cbldf-supports-simon-schuster-publication-milo-yiannopoulos/
Just some examples off the top of my head.

 Dattebayo !!vUEQoF03bj9 07/11/20(Sat)12:20:41 No.35586354

>>35586346
Nice, got it. I feel kind of dirty using a trip. All my years using 4chan, not once did I feel like using one when a normal name would suffice.

Look for my trip if I post official shit, spose

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)12:23:16 No.35586361 >>35586398 >>35586563

>>35586335
Original post:
>>35517643

Article linked:
https://journal.neilgaiman.com/2008/12/why-defend-freedom-of-icky-speech.html

The article seemed to be passed around a fair bit through the Derpi drama. I'll admit I haven't read too far into myself just due to all the insanity Too many irons in the fire., but it seems like the idea is they will defend rights to draw
whatever.

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)12:24:42 No.35586366 >>35586367

>>35586351
What happened?

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)12:26:29 No.35586367 >>35586375 >>35586381 >>35586384 >>35594778

>>35586366
Sexual assault allegations against the executive director who has finally stepped down. Three other board members have done so as well as of two weeks ago. They're in the middle of a shitstorm where creators are pulling support
due.

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)12:27:50 No.35586372 >>35586393

>>35586353
Hmm, pretty worth supporting, I suppose.

Though smoothbrained individuals on Twitter will definitely badmouth the pack because of >>35586351

Then again they'll probably bad-mouth anything.

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)12:28:03 No.35586375

>>35586367
due to failure to act, unlike my failure to not prematurely ejaculate on the post button.

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)12:31:06 No.35586381 >>35586402

>>35586367
Well, do we think they'll pull through decently/are they still decent? It really is unfortunate timing. Should I make a Strawpoll yay/nay on them?

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)12:32:53 No.35586384 >>35586397 >>35586402

>>35586367
Should we be giving them money then? It seems like a good cause but we might be bogged down with that bs.

I wish we could somehow donate to the Hong Kong protestors, that'd be pretty based.

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)12:34:31 No.35586390 >>35586406 >>35586408 >>35588528

Posting a possible note draft. Feel free to make suggestions or make another draft.

This artpack was created over a two week period in response to new censorship on Derpibooru. This censorship revolved primarily around Aryanne, a white mare with a blonde mane, and the cutie mark on her butt. This is why the
artpack prominently features her. Over these past few weeks much chaos has ensued. We've seen many reversals in policy in short periods of time, rapid changes in administration, many thousands of images places under DNP, and
general mass confusion. However out of the destruction of Derpibooru we have also seen construction. We have had this artpack and the several alternate image boorus come out of this to show that both pony and freedom of speech
will not die.

Also working on a "Release" folder in the Mega archive. Let me know if there's any objections to the setup in there.

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)12:35:05 No.35586393

>>35586372
>smoothbrained individuals
>on twitter
wikipedia.org/wiki/pleonasm ^:)

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)12:37:29 No.35586397 >>35586402 >>35586405

>>35586384
It's dead case, CCP overtook it already.
How about sending money to communism victims?
https://www.victimsofcommunism.org/vision

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)12:37:34 No.35586398 >>35586410

>>35586353
>>35586361
>it seems like the idea is they will defend rights to draw whatever
This is one of the reasons I think they're a good choice. They're non-partisan and their goal is to protect freedom of speech for EVERYONE to create fiction, which if we're genuine about this is better than giving it to anyone who
advocates for a political "side".

>>35586351
This is kind of unfortunate timing (and was likely fucking brought on by people who didn't like them supporting anyone on the right) but I feel like someone in their hierarchy getting metoo'ed doesn't change the positive goals of the
organisation.

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)12:40:38 No.35586402 >>35588462 >>35588503

>>35586381
>>35586384
I think the timing for their public fuckery is very unfortunate and is going to get brought up if they are the recipients. I'm sure it'll still be a good first amendment organization in the long run. Something like the ACLU or >>35586397 could
be fun alternatives.

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)12:41:21 No.35586405 >>35586420 >>35586613
File: Eak4QSDXgAEOcII.jpg_large.jpg (360 KB, 1008x1408)

>>35586397
Heeeeeey....now there's a good idea

It's a good cause, and it'll piss off and expose the right people, plus it's topical since rioters defaced their
memorial a while ago

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)12:41:30 No.35586406 >>35586408 >>35588528

>>35586390
A bit preachy, as much as I want to shit on derpi it really only anchors this. this art pack has been extremely casual which is kinda the main point - artist expression. Artists should have the right to draw what they want under creative
expression and the variety of unique pictures for this old little horse show it. I'd focus on that more than derpi drama.

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)12:42:44 No.35586408

>>35586406
>>35586390
This

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)12:45:20 No.35586410 >>35586420 >>35586431 >>35586468

>>35586398
I really like the idea behind them and what they do. Fuck it, you sold me.

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)12:49:39 No.35586420 >>35586427

>>35586405
>>35586410
Is there a possibility to choose multiple targets?
Like, make a poll among artists and split the money accordingly?

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)12:53:51 No.35586427

>>35586420
We can also go halfsies. Half the amount to one, half the amount to the other

Or we can just say fuck it and give it all to the Comic Book Legal whatever find since it's nearing the point of "too late" to argue about it

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)12:54:40 No.35586431 >>35586439

>>35586410
I think the fact they have Neil Gaiman (who is a pretty big liberal) and Frank Miller (who is a pretty right-wing conservative) on their board says a lot. People from different places on the political spectrum being united against censorship
(even of ideas they don't agree with) feels very relevant.

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)12:59:05 No.35586439
File: 1411442078071.jpg (8 KB, 144x144)

>>35586431
haha gay man

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)13:08:44 No.35586468

>>35586410
I'm kind of feeling in the same boat. Assuming they do pull through and remain true, they could probably use some help if people are leaving them over the ordeal.

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)13:13:13 No.35586477 >>35586484 >>35586492 >>35586498 >>35586509 >>35586520 >>35586561
File: 123536346.jpg (116 KB, 984x531)

Oh no Hate bros we got too cocky!! A new challenger approaches!

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)13:17:52 No.35586484

>>35586477
Cool! More art is always nice, and you guys definitely have the right to express yourselves just like anyone else. Best of luck.

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)13:22:06 No.35586492 >>35586500

>>35586477
Cool! Nice art is always nice. Though I expect some retards like dildosaurus will mouthpiece the shit out of it

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)13:24:22 No.35586498

>>35586477
Isn't thier group primarily comprised of people who have moved out of pony?

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)13:24:52 No.35586500 >>35586519

>>35586492
You just know that anti-hate means "nazis fuck off" will be put on every picture

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)13:27:26 No.35586509

>>35586477
They're as entitled to their free speech as anyone else.

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)13:34:50 No.35586519 >>35586696 >>35589020

>>35586500
Now I want Dora the Explorer ponification with Aryanne as Swiper where someone says "nazis fuck off, nazis fuck off" and Araynne goes "Oh nooo, I can't put griffons in the oven now".

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)13:36:12 No.35586520

>>35586477
Wait a fucking second, they are not going to send money to charity!
Fuck those greedy bastards!

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)13:39:50 No.35586530 >>35586948 >>35587597

>>35582369
>>35584134

https://mlpol.net/images/src/79610DB04228314CFDD5DC7AD6719C95-12752213.png

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)13:53:22 No.35586561
File: 1594220342067.jpg (228 KB, 1000x1000)

>>35586477
Damn, as the CEO of Racism Incorporated,
my plans are ruined!

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)13:54:27 No.35586563

>>35586361
Neil Gaiman is a well respected name. He's done a lot of really great works (Sandman comics, various books/novels/movies/films, etc). I'm glad he's stood up for free speech.

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)13:54:52 No.35586564 >>35586577

>>35586328
I'd rather donate for some horses/ponies cause, I don't care about humans that much.

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)13:55:11 No.35586566

>>35583530
Holy shit this is too good

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)13:59:05 No.35586577

>>35586564
Nobody's stopping you, friend.

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)14:03:14 No.35586587 >>35586593

>>35586585
Very nice. Always happy to see your work.

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)14:03:13 No.35586588 >>35586598

>>35584954
>>35586014

each time i click on the dropbox links they are dead???

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)14:03:16 No.35586589

>>35586267
Skoon believes in you! You can do thing!

 MKogwheel 07/11/20(Sat)14:05:45 No.35586593 >>35586626 >>35588338
File: in der Aryanne's face.png (2.05 MB, 1720x2200)

>>35582369
>>35586585
Minor fix
>>35586587
Thanks, Anon

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)14:07:26 No.35586596

>>35586585

Der Führers Face ltetallly turned me into a National socialist. I have a pet duck that i tought to make a sieg heil salute.

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)14:07:59 No.35586598 >>35588191
File: file.png (33 KB, 269x269)

>>35586588
Yeah, sorry about that, anon. People keep giving feedback and I keep going back to the proverbial literal drawing board. Hopefully it'll be, if not perfect, at least good enough to call it done today. I'd rather not push
into overtime if I can help it!

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)14:09:55 No.35586599 >>35586610 >>35587532

>>35586125
>>35586259
>>35586326
Thought criminals implies we have those thoughts in the first place. You're making things worse by trying to sanitize a message. You have to choose between giving the message that, if interpreted fully, implies innocence, and the
message that implies innocence at a glance but actually makes you look guilty if people pay attention.

As I did before, I implore the brave option. Reality or optics?

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)14:16:09 No.35586610

>>35586599
No, thought criminal implies George Orwell and fighting the yoke of authoritarianism. You're overthinking it. "Crypto-fascist" only conveys innocence if you believe people are capable of irony, which a great many have proven is not the
case.

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)14:17:30 No.35586613 >>35586634 >>35586637 >>35586654

>>35586405
Lets not make it more political than it needs to be, freespeech should be our focus, not owning the libs/commies

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)14:21:47 No.35586626

>>35586593
This is gold, good job

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)14:23:44 No.35586634

>>35586613
True true, you're right anon

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)14:23:54 No.35586637

>>35586613
Well, if we would want to master the art of virtue signalling we would need to split it to three parts:
1) Freedom of speech, because we are against censorship.
2) Holocaust memorial, because we condemn actual nazism.
3) Communism victims memorial, because we condemn other extremist ideologies as well.

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)14:28:16 No.35586654 >>35586672
File: F2DB4DCF6CB8964DBCB27554C(...).png (158 KB, 1554x403)

>>35586613

Well one site supports freedoom of speech and expression the other one does not. Thats not a hard choice. Also being apolitical went out of the window years ago. Matter of fact this art pack exists is because an increasing number of
bad faith actors in position of power refuse to be apolitical.

Look at this moron drawing detractor art thinking the censors were on his side.

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)14:29:05 No.35586658

we should just donate to the ass cancer fund like /v/. maybe there's one for horse ass cancer.

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)14:33:18 No.35586672 >>35586744 >>35587813

>>35586654
Moonatik is on our side fighting AGAINST censoring. He even drew Aryanne.

He's a full anarcho-Communist, but credit where it's due, Anon.

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)14:42:25 No.35586696

>>35586519
/r/

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)14:53:41 No.35586732 >>35586934 >>35591696 >>35594187 >>35594194 >>35594209
File: aryanne.png (597 KB, 2000x1983)

>>35582369
Kirin!

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)14:57:06 No.35586744 >>35587813

>>35586672
He's a liberal though.

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)15:46:38 No.35586866 >>35586940
File: coomer.png (272 KB, 680x566)

Pls Aryanne Zebradom and
Veronika pics

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)16:06:17 No.35586934

>>35586732
YES

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)16:10:51 No.35586940

>>35586866
Search on Derpibooru.

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)16:14:48 No.35586948 >>35586952 >>35587597

>>35586530
Don't you have a 4chan postable version?

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)16:15:49 No.35586952 >>35587597

>>35586948
I mean, under 4 MB

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)16:18:07 No.35586965

>>35586316
What a cute zeeb

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)16:57:39 No.35587060
File: 1e3.jpg (44 KB, 215x358)

Any of the f*moid niggers willing to do some erotic
Aryanne cosplay? c:

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)18:53:32 No.35587459 >>35587473 >>35587477

fuckin hell i might miss the deadline today fuuuuuuuuuuu

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)18:57:04 No.35587473

>>35587459
No worries Anon, remember that the grace period was extended until the 15th.

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)18:57:54 No.35587477
File: 7c2.png (209 KB, 2436x1150)

>>35587459

Step up nigger

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)18:59:02 No.35587484 >>35587491 >>35587527 >>35587529 >>35587582 >>35588405 >>35588492

>>35582369
Heeeeere ya go, this one's done too! I don't have enough time to do any variants, sadly. You'll have to settle for human-like puss.

NSFW-
https://www.dropbox.com/s/cva4ganaa2a27xs/Impending%20raep.png?dl=0

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)19:00:57 No.35587491 >>35587513

>>35587484
Nice. Aryanne doesn't look too worried, but I guess you can't rape the willing.

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)19:06:09 No.35587513

>>35587491
Natch. ;) I was going for "should I be worried?" so that's good news to me!

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)19:10:20 No.35587527

>>35587484
Nice ass

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)19:10:44 No.35587529

>>35587484
Looks delicious :D

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)19:11:28 No.35587532 >>35587598

>>35586599
>>35586326
>>35586259
Alright, Anon's. I'm on it.

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)19:28:11 No.35587582

>>35587484
On one hand, overlarge butts and raep are not to my liking, on the other, it's a very good pic with very pretty pones. Brush the Aryanne chestfluff!

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)19:33:24 No.35587597 >>35587691 >>35594142
File: Screenshot_294.png (1.17 MB, 867x968)

>>35586530
>>35586948
>>35586952

Thanks for the edit, i actually went and flipped Thw
windmill myself, tho. here

>>35582369
https://files.catbox.moe/uqimbu.png

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)19:33:32 No.35587598 >>35587691 >>35588826 >>35588842 >>35596490 >>35596495
File: Untitled 1.png (1.03 MB, 828x822)

>>35587532
>>35582369
https://u.smutty.horse/lvyjcrpgove.png
Here's the update. Disregard the last one.

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)19:51:37 No.35587691
File: 711439 horse pussy.png (240 KB, 547x440)

>>35587597
>>35587598
Both are very good

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)20:02:31 No.35587751 >>35587792
File: 4492823404.gif (54 KB, 500x500)

>>35582369
Writefag here. I posted this story already in a previous thread, however it was unedited at the time. The previous doc was titled "Farenheit 451
contribution (unedited)"
Here's the edited one.
https://pastebin.com/JzFZg08U

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)20:13:51 No.35587792

>>35587751
Cool cant wait to read it.

 moonatik 07/11/20(Sat)20:18:48 No.35587813 >>35587831 >>35587920 >>35587928

>>35586672
>>35586744
why can nobody properly identify my views

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)20:23:15 No.35587831 >>35587850

>>35587813
all I know is that one of the few relatively based leftists

 moonatik 07/11/20(Sat)20:27:01 No.35587850 >>35587879 >>35587920 >>35588630
File: moondem.png (72 KB, 968x354)

>>35587831
lol thanks

in case it wasn't clear on what my view on the censorship was you can look through my posts on derpi, where I think I was pretty damn clearly on the anti-censorship side for a multitude of reasons https://www.derpibooru.org/posts?pq
=user_id%3A394196

as for the "this is why we need socialism comment", pic related

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)20:32:04 No.35587879 >>35587913

>>35587850
Yeah, there are definitely those who disagree with your political views but do agree with you on the anti-censorship. Hell, I was commenting that your pic of Aryanne saying "follow your leader" should be allowed to be posted. Shame
things went down this path. Oh, you wouldn't happen to have the pic would you? Didn't get a chance to d/l it as I was occupied and it got deleted shortly after I commented on it.

 moonatik 07/11/20(Sat)20:39:41 No.35587913 >>35587923
File: aryanne dead.png (356 KB, 1434x1034)

>>35587879
i gotchu

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)20:40:47 No.35587920 >>35587930

>>35587813
>>35587850

You can suckstart a shotgun or starve in a gulag for wrongthink for all i care to be completely honest with you moonatik. Run some more damage control trying to paint yourself as a desperate fit in for the kool kidz klub.

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)20:41:04 No.35587923 >>35587934

>>35587913
Thank you. And Hitler wasn't such a bad guy, he did kill Hitler.

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)20:42:07 No.35587928 >>35587934

>>35587813
IKR, you're obviously an agrarian neo-Posadist with Ba'athist characteristics.

 moonatik 07/11/20(Sat)20:42:11 No.35587930

>>35587920
okay? lol

 moonatik 07/11/20(Sat)20:43:24 No.35587934

>>35587923
critical support to the absolute legend who killed hitler! that said, whoever killed the guy who killed hitler was a total bastard, I hope he rots in hell

>>35587928
still a better guess than 90% of people who try to identify me tbf

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)21:31:22 No.35588191 >>35588281
File: ary.png (61 KB, 807x269)

>>35586598
In case this is helpful.

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)21:50:02 No.35588281

>>35588191
The position of the right pupil was originally where you put it, so now I'm not sure what to think. I moved it based on >>35586014.

 MKogwheel 07/11/20(Sat)22:03:37 No.35588338 >>35594142
File: in der Aryanne's face pac(...).png (2.05 MB, 1720x2200)

>>35582369
>>35586593
Two edits for the submission
one textless,
https://u.smutty.horse/lvykhlimmtf.png
and the other that's pack-name neutral,
pic related

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)22:19:36 No.35588405

>>35587484
>rape

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)22:24:33 No.35588429

>>35585342
they do, but you have to manually set them up. Luna's furniggerbooru has a thread for that so the staff can handle it

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)22:29:16 No.35588462 >>35594789

>>35586402
theres no fucking way il support the ACLU even for giggles. just do real horses

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)22:35:44 No.35588492 >>35588541

>>35587484
as long as youre fine with someone editing a horse pussy later

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)22:37:18 No.35588503

>>35586402
ACLU are consistently pro-free speech and the optics of supporting a liberal organisation would go against the "ebil natzhee" argument, probably our best bet

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)22:37:33 No.35588505 >>35588545 >>35588549 >>35588573 >>35589601
File: Annotation 2020-07-11 233544.png (644 KB, 1005x802)

Blocking it in finally.
Decided to make the colt Button Mash because based gamer.

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)22:41:33 No.35588528 >>35591664

>>35586390
>>35586406
Another revision, stole the bit about creative expression.

This artpack was created over a two week period in response to new censorship on Derpibooru. This censorship revolved primarily around Aryanne, a white mare with a blonde mane, and the cutie mark on her butt. This is why the
artpack prominently features her. Over these past few weeks much chaos has ensued. We've seen many reversals in policy in short periods of time, rapid changes in administration, many thousands of images places under DNP, and
general mass confusion.

This artpack is the result of many artists coming together to express their freedom of speech. Anyone was allowed to participate regardless of their medium or level of skill. As such we have seen an enormous amount of support and
contributions. Artists should have the right to draw what they want under creative expression and the variety of pictures for this little old horse show it.

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)22:44:06 No.35588541 >>35588573

>>35588492
go nuts!

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)22:45:21 No.35588545

>>35588505
>screeching about gamegay can be heard in the distance

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)22:45:40 No.35588549 >>35589741

>>35588505
This is so adorable

>"Thanks for letting me play games today, Aryanne"
"You are welcome Button, I don't want it to be known, but I actually like videogames"
>"You sure do! Lots of FPS! But why don't you have Wolfenstein or the first CoDs?"
"They are fighting the wrong enemy Button. I leave it at that."

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)22:51:13 No.35588573

>>35588541
Time to give Aryanne nuts and nothing else :^)
>>35588505
Painting is witchcraft and you can't convince me otherwise.

 Adarkone 07/11/20(Sat)23:03:29 No.35588630

>>35587850
Based moonatik defending socialism

 MKogwheel 07/11/20(Sat)23:19:08 No.35588712 >>35588719 >>35588724 >>35588734 >>35588735 >>35588753 >>35588816 >>35588823 >>35588912 >>35589026 >>35589053 >>35589263 >>35589265
File: centrist pone.png (301 KB, 1600x1600)

So I've collaborated with Moonatik to design the centrist poner
She got boring Twilight-style mane, with 4 flangs cause 4 quadrants on the compass

What should her name be?
I thought about Grill Wish, but I'm gonna save that for an actual boomer pony or an apolitical pony

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)23:20:57 No.35588719

>>35588712
Maybe bullseye since she's right in the middle?

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)23:21:25 No.35588724 >>35588736 >>35588752 >>35588822 >>35588912 >>35589265

>>35588712
Fence Sitter?

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)23:23:38 No.35588734

>>35588712
Neutral Response
>https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ussCHoQttyQ [Embed]

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)23:24:27 No.35588735 >>35588754

>>35588712
>no big brained centrist
looks like an npc

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)23:24:30 No.35588736

>>35588724
I like this one

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)23:26:10 No.35588752

>>35588724
This. And change her cutie mark to a fence.

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)23:26:12 No.35588753

>>35588712
>Boring Twilight hair
Should have given her the equal haircut

 moonatik 07/11/20(Sat)23:26:18 No.35588754 >>35588764

>>35588735
that's the point, dull and disinteresting, just like centrism itself

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)23:28:35 No.35588764 >>35589088

>>35588754
but its not even poking fun at them, i dont see any future for the oc

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)23:36:38 No.35588816 >>35589047

>>35588712
Horseshoe. For horseshoe theory. Elegant in its simplicity.

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)23:37:28 No.35588822 >>35588873 >>35589047

>>35588724
/r/ fence sitter lewdly sitting on a fence

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)23:37:35 No.35588823

>>35588712
Sentry or Centry.

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)23:37:46 No.35588826

>>35587598
perfect

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)23:39:24 No.35588842

>>35586035
>>35587598
damn that's fuckin good. the perfect cover. I still like being a nazi though.

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)23:41:43 No.35588863

I have a little idea for a introduction video for the pack

This will be a parody of the “A TOAST TO GAMERS” video. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IaGp1r3lhgA [Embed]
Aryanne was chosen for a speech at the “Marenheit 451 Art Pack” as the host. The speech will be similar the original but with obvious differences. I know a german chick to do an Aryanne voice and a neanderthal good with audio for
the vid.

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)23:43:00 No.35588873

>>35588822
while Aryanne and Veronika use her as a tug of war rope.

 Anonymous 07/11/20(Sat)23:49:08 No.35588912

>>35588712
>>35588724
I would go further with the pun and call her Fancy Tea, or Fancy Tear.

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)00:05:28 No.35589020

>>35586519
kek

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)00:06:46 No.35589026

>>35588712
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ussCHoQttyQ [Embed]

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)00:08:53 No.35589047

>>35588816
Horseshoe theory isn't centrist, it's "both far-left and far-right are far-authoritarian and as such use exactly same methods".
>>35588822
Yes please.

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)00:09:31 No.35589053 >>35589081 >>35589097

>>35588712
Is that the best design you could come up with? It looks like an effort to create the most drab pony possible.

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)00:12:50 No.35589081

>>35589053
fitting for a centrist

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)00:13:30 No.35589088

>>35588764
This, you'll need something of interest if you want the OC to go anywhere.

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)00:14:48 No.35589097 >>35589128 >>35589149

>>35589053
It IS an effort to create the most drab pony possible, open your eyes. Kog and Moon think centrism is boring.

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)00:19:00 No.35589128 >>35589149 >>35589718

>>35589097
well mkog is a nazi nigger hater and moon is an unironic commie or something so it makes sense

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)00:19:43 No.35589135 >>35589302 >>35589389 >>35589399
File: 1593644232605.png (604 KB, 2000x1508)

Did this ever get finished?

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)00:21:29 No.35589149

>>35589097
>>35589128
They shouldn't be the ones to design a centrism pony if they can't come up with a good parody of centrism.

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)00:35:25 No.35589263 >>35589279 >>35589718
File: enlightenedcentrist.png (88 KB, 652x835)

>>35588712
ft. enlightement

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)00:35:35 No.35589265 >>35589529 >>35589607 >>35589718 >>35589739

>>35588712
>>35588724
How about Fence Mender instead?
She could be an indecisive pony whose special talent is repairing relationships which were damaged by arguments and other disagreements, and her cutie mark could still be a fence.

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)00:36:33 No.35589277 >>35595142

Since today was the original due date, Where are you at with your submissions drawfags? Post some wips.

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)00:36:38 No.35589279

>>35589263
top kek

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)00:40:00 No.35589302 >>35589341

>>35589135
nein

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)00:43:57 No.35589341

>>35589302
Damn, that one would have been good.

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)00:49:49 No.35589389

>>35589135
>fat flank
kek

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)00:51:51 No.35589399 >>35589419

>>35589135
As far as I know, this didn't got continued, should we included unfinished sketches in the pack as well or would that be a bad idea?

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)00:54:39 No.35589419

>>35589399
What most packs do, is have a separate folder on the side for alternates, process wips, and sketches. And have complete illustrations in the forefront.

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)01:15:37 No.35589529 >>35589607

>>35589265
Based

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)01:28:20 No.35589601 >>35589646
File: Annotation 2020-07-12 022749.png (215 KB, 922x735)

>>35588505

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)01:29:37 No.35589607

>>35589265
Agreeing with >>35589529 based af

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)01:38:19 No.35589646 >>35589758

>>35589601
Can't see shit, captain.

 MKogwheel !!8JP1BdXdEeu 07/12/20(Sun)01:52:04 No.35589718 >>35589742 >>35589756 >>35589778 >>35589780

>>35589265
I like this name, it’s a good pun
However, I’d keep the cutie mark as is, for the same reason Molly Tov does not have molotov as her cutie mark. Overton window would better represent her than a fence

Also, how about we make the centrist pony have a mutiple personality disorder? With each personality being a horseshoe theorist, apolitical grill enthusiast, radical centrist ect

>>35589263
Nice

>>35589128
>well mkog is a nazi nigger hater
Fuck off, Anon

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)01:56:29 No.35589739

>>35589265
Thisthisthisthis! Remeber that beyond the petty squabbles of politics and morals, there is the power of friendship!

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)01:56:41 No.35589741

>>35588549
I wonder what she would think about Day of Defeat and other similar games.

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)01:56:42 No.35589742

>>35589718
>Also, how about we make the centrist pony have a mutiple personality disorder? With each personality being a horseshoe theorist, apolitical grill enthusiast, radical centrist ect
No.

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)02:00:18 No.35589756

>>35589718
>Also, how about we make the centrist pony have a mutiple personality disorder? With each personality being a horseshoe theorist, apolitical grill enthusiast, radical centrist ect
Eh, not fond of it. Would kinda detract from the idea imo

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)02:00:47 No.35589758

>>35589646
It'll be better after adding shadows

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)02:04:20 No.35589778

>>35589718
There's no more reason to give the centrist pone MPD than there is to give any of the other political pones MPD.
If you want other takes on these ideas as a pone you should make other pones for those.

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)02:04:35 No.35589780 >>35589789 >>35589820

>>35589718
I kind of like the "Fence Sitter" name, as she could act like a "baby sitter" for the other politically minded ponies. Wonder if she'd be off to the side, nursing a bottle of cider thinking "oh Celestia, they're going at it again". But that's just
me. Also, no to the multiple personality disorder.

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)02:06:50 No.35589789 >>35589803

>>35589780
So like the Aunt that somehow manages to get everyone to sit down and play nice for thanksgiving dinner?

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)02:09:08 No.35589803

>>35589789
More or less. The one that manages to cook the turkey before granny or another aunt brings up the fact nobody baked the pumpking pie yet.

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)02:13:24 No.35589820

>>35589780
Eh, it's still just taking a phrase wholesale without any alterations.
Aryanne is an alteration of "Aryan", Leslie Fair is an alteration of "laissez-faire", and Molly Tov is an alteration of "molotov".
Fence Mender is an alteration of "mending fences", and can still have the "fence sitter" phrase applied to it especially for porn of her sitting on a fence.

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)03:17:02 No.35590119 >>35590121 >>35590124 >>35594142
File: aryanne picture two nazis(...).png (655 KB, 1705x1905)

>>35582369

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)03:18:18 No.35590121

>>35590119
This is great Anon.

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)03:19:12 No.35590124

>>35590119
gave me a really nice laugh anon

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)03:24:48 No.35590145 >>35590175 >>35590181 >>35590193 >>35590609 >>35591664 >>35594055 >>35594142
File: Aryanne.png (2.22 MB, 1872x2468)

>>35582369

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)03:26:00 No.35590148

Chitter chatter throughout the ballroom.
Aryanne clinks her wine glass 9 times to say a speech.

>“Ahem”
>“Fillies and gentlecolts, I welcome you all to this prestigious event. I would like to propose a toast.
>To Channers!

Clapping and cheering starts

>“Thank you, Thank you.”

Clapping and cheering dies out

>“Now today fillies and gentlecolts, we have a very special guest in the audience. You may know him by many names but we know him lovingly as…

Pause for dramatic effect.

Aryanne
“

this is all I got so far. I thought saying poopmaster would be funny but I don't want to give him any more (you)s

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)03:32:17 No.35590175

>>35590145
This is pretty cute, also Aryanne with a scar looks pretty nice.

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)03:34:48 No.35590181

>>35590145
this is kind of bonechilling, not gonna lie. amazingly done.

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)03:38:32 No.35590193 >>35590198

>>35590145
Very nice picture. I think I saw some anime pic similar to this. Was like a lady playing with some kids and a hand holding a pic of her as a soldier. Was that the inspiration/reference?

 JoyAnon 07/12/20(Sun)03:38:54 No.35590194 >>35590203 >>35590504

>>35582369
https://pastebin.com/wwuiARf8

In the first thread, there were some thoughts floating around about allowing writefags into the artpack. If you're still allowing that, here's my contribution. If not, enjoy the thing I wrote.
Cheers, and may artistic expression remain free!

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)03:40:12 No.35590198
File: +_7d24afbaf34a1cb8b740bd0(...).jpg (255 KB, 878x1200)

>>35590193
yes

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)03:41:41 No.35590203 >>35590231

>>35590194
That's three writefags now and Goldenwing said he was doing something, too.

 JoyAnon 07/12/20(Sun)03:49:38 No.35590231

>>35590203
If I have extra time and the grace period stays the same, I'll throw a couple more greens into the mix, too.

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)04:55:02 No.35590504

>>35590194
That was cute. Thank you writefag

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)04:55:57 No.35590505 >>35590524 >>35590532 >>35590607 >>35590621 >>35594142
File: notthebadiescrop.png (485 KB, 2380x1716)

>>35582369

for the NSFW version: https://twitter.com/Drog60610845/st
atus/1282145948336943106/photo/1

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)04:59:51 No.35590524

>>35590505
Nice.

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)05:01:43 No.35590532

>>35590505
>linking to twitter for full version
I too love images with fucked quality

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)05:03:59 No.35590543 >>35590586 >>35590587 >>35590588 >>35590589 >>35590618 >>35590624 >>35590632
File: Annotation 2020-07-12 060303.png (704 KB, 1008x807)

The reeds don't look stupid don't they?

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)05:11:30 No.35590586

>>35590543
I don't think they do. The water seems to draw the eye more than the ponies, though.

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)05:11:30 No.35590587

>>35590543
Don't seem to be out of place to me.

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)05:11:47 No.35590588

>>35590543
There's no way to make wild corndog flowers not look silly.

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)05:11:50 No.35590589 >>35590599

>>35590543
depends on whether the background is a beach or a lake, but that is a silly nit pick, dont worry about it

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)05:13:41 No.35590599

>>35590589
But anon, there can be beaches at lakes. I think you meant a sea-side beach.

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)05:15:48 No.35590607 >>35590621

>>35590505
It's good Anon! But you should post it in smutty.horse so the quality doesn't suffer.

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)05:16:14 No.35590609

>>35590145
While this pic clearly contains no racism, I have no doubt that it will be banned on Derpibooru immediately.

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)05:19:57 No.35590618

>>35590543
I don't remember whether reeds can grow like this, usually they grow from beneath the water surface. But I am not a botanist, so I would not state it is impossible.

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)05:20:38 No.35590621 >>35590961

>>35590607
>>35590505
Here you go anons, the PNG quality pic.
https://u.smutty.horse/lvynsixesga.png

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)05:21:59 No.35590624

>>35590543
Looks great so far anon

 Jay156 07/12/20(Sun)05:23:00 No.35590627 >>35590638 >>35590662 >>35590676 >>35590961 >>35592435 >>35594142
File: Aryanne.png (3.07 MB, 2000x2500)

Here's a humanized

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)05:23:22 No.35590632

>>35590543
I think they look nice.

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)05:24:48 No.35590638

>>35590627
>No hooves
Still a really nice pic, thank you!

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)05:32:07 No.35590662 >>35590705

>>35590627
>swastika earrings
I find those way cuter than I should. Curse my love for unique earrings.

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)05:36:16 No.35590676

>>35590627
This does things to my pecker when it shouldn't, good job drawfag...
Really though, nice!

 Jay156 07/12/20(Sun)05:51:19 No.35590705

>>35590662
You can thank Chickun, the guy who used to curate the Aryanne art thread, for suggesting them.

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)06:05:39 No.35590750 >>35590753 >>35590768 >>35590781 >>35590929 >>35590971 >>35591700

Should artists remain anonymous to make it harder for twitter retards to try and doxx them>

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)06:06:37 No.35590753 >>35590762

>>35590750
No, stand your ground laws exist for a reason. And if they're a europoor, well you drew bad cards.

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)06:08:35 No.35590762 >>35590773 >>35590775 >>35590787 >>35590935
File: just maddow my shit up fam.png (596 KB, 1200x843)

>>35590753
>What if we live in communist California

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)06:09:20 No.35590768

>>35590750
It's an option. Personally I don't care. If they're going to screech for any reason, I might as well give them one.

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)06:10:19 No.35590773

>>35590762
Plant a maga hat on them

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)06:10:49 No.35590775

>>35590762
Keep your guns close, anon.
t. sane man trapped in Commieforniastan

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)06:12:17 No.35590781

>>35590750
Fuck 'em.
I'm already a "nazi" for defending free speech. They can throw their tissy and spam me all they want. I don't care anymore.

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)06:13:56 No.35590787 >>35590803 >>35590859 >>35590874
File: 2e48e98c36c9933b7caf93ae6(...).jpg (108 KB, 823x462)

>>35590762
Easy. If the militant communists can have bike locks, we can
have trench clubs.

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)06:20:11 No.35590803

>>35590787
https://www.instructables.com/id/Watermelon-Smasher-Post-Apocalyptic-Spiked-Mace/
Might as well share one of the best tutorials i have.

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)06:34:41 No.35590859 >>35590871 >>35591652
File: Spoiler Image (2.05 MB, 2448x3264)

>>35590787
I guess I'm covered if they decide they want to pay me a visit and attack
me. Still, though.

Ah, fuck it. Freedom of expression is worth the doxx.

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)06:38:05 No.35590871 >>35590876 >>35590882
File: Spoiler Image (1.9 MB, 4128x2322)

>>35590859
We posting families?

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)06:39:09 No.35590874

>>35590787
That's poor man's choice, everyone knows that the best trench weapon is a saw-off.

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)06:39:56 No.35590876

>>35590871
Based. Thats a very cute family photo.

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)06:41:21 No.35590882

>>35590871
For a moment I was trying to figure out where all the flashlights were.

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)06:52:44 No.35590929

>>35590750
I'm Anonymous, but that's just because I'm normally Anonymous. Don't even have an artists tag.

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)06:54:10 No.35590935

>>35590762
Already there.

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)06:57:54 No.35590946 >>35590954 >>35590956 >>35591004 >>35591032 >>35591064 >>35591119 >>35591175 >>35591346 >>35591465 >>35591479 >>35591579 >>35594142
File: aryanne_words.gif (2.44 MB, 596x499)

>>35582369
Here's my contribution. This took so much longer than I thought it would.

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)06:59:54 No.35590954

>>35590946
Anon that's adorable, I like how you wrote her accent.

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)07:00:02 No.35590956 >>35590998 >>35591024 >>35591642

>>35590946
A future for satyr children

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)07:00:58 No.35590961

>>35582369
Adding these to the anchor.
>>35590621
>>35590627

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)07:03:36 No.35590971 >>35590978

>>35590750
I thought about this myself, given that TSP wants to ban everyone who uploads Aryanne for 100 years in the logs. But I think a lot of people are going to be moving platforms so he doesnt have any power in the alternatives.

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)07:05:26 No.35590978

>>35590971
*1000 years
'moon em'

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)07:10:04 No.35590998

>>35590956
delet

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)07:10:59 No.35591004
File: 6e8ec2b9d37fd724b84e61f2c(...).gif (130 KB, 1620x900)

>>35590946
this is fucking amazing. bless you for one of the cutest
aryanne pics of all time

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)07:14:52 No.35591024
File: 7f2d09ec6b3ac56b28249132e(...).png (519 KB, 1280x1027)

>>35590956

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)07:17:05 No.35591032

>>35590946
Warn a nigga before you post shit like that again, anon.
Nearly gave me a heart attack.

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)07:24:57 No.35591064

>>35590946
This is absolutely adorable, good work artfag. 10/10.

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)07:37:52 No.35591119

>>35590946
This is so nice.
Thank you Anon.

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)07:50:57 No.35591175
File: adorable.png (654 KB, 1046x1024)

>>35590946
Too cute

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)08:35:25 No.35591346

>>35590946
Loving those smears. Good job.

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)09:02:09 No.35591465

>>35590946
d'aww that's adorable as fuck

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)09:03:38 No.35591470 >>35591483 >>35594142
File: NEVER GIVE AN INCH.png (536 KB, 1800x2000)

Heres my WIP
Got lines done

Uncensored here
https://u.smutty.horse/lvyplykpfcu.png

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)09:05:51 No.35591479
File: 1501867664776.jpg (51 KB, 359x305)

>>35590946
>That lip quiver
HRNGGG

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)09:07:20 No.35591483

>>35591470
Its a strapon, and itll say

"IF YOU GIVE AN INCH...SHE'LL GIVE YOU 8."

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)09:10:49 No.35591497 >>35591530 >>35591541

With it wrapping up what's the count so far excluding WIPs?

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)09:23:39 No.35591530 >>35591541

>>35591497
Excluding various edits, 102. Very impressive.

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)09:27:30 No.35591541

>>35591497
>>35591530
105 actually, nearly forgot to count the greentexts. 128 if you counted all the edits.

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)09:30:46 No.35591550 >>35591656 >>35592402 >>35594142
File: sai_2020-07-12_01-51-18.png (110 KB, 277x288)

>>35582369
Alright, no more editing. Final entry this time.

https://dl.dropbox.com/s/9jpsz53vbwa4p38/%5BKurozu%5D%20Timberwolf%20o
f%20the%20SS%20%281%29.png
https://dl.dropbox.com/s/fxyx76yba4rhcn4/%5BKurozu%5D%20Timberwolf%20o
f%20the%20SS%20%282%29.png

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)09:40:18 No.35591579

>>35590946
>derpibooru want to kill this

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)09:52:44 No.35591610 >>35591626 >>35592106 >>35592431 >>35594142
File: Image0s06s13-02.png (399 KB, 2108x2209)

>>35582369
https://u.smutty.horse/lvypvywlbda.png
Here's my part anons

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)09:58:37 No.35591626 >>35591637

>>35591610
>Anthro
But you are still based, thank you!

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)10:04:50 No.35591634 >>35591763
File: large.png (89 KB, 395x472)

I'm really proud of you guys. 120+ items. I'd like to see those pro-
censorship dudes top that.

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)10:05:43 No.35591637

>>35591626
Don't be silly anon, she is clearly a completely normal pony who unfortunately has split tuft syndrome. :')

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)10:06:52 No.35591642
File: Hi Anon - Bye Anon.png (44 KB, 303x280)

>>35590956
Get back to your
containment general,
Anon.

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)10:08:53 No.35591652 >>35591677
File: Spoiler Image (326 KB, 1449x454)

>>35590859
Ahhh I see you too have excellent taste
in AR furniture

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)10:09:27 No.35591656 >>35591679 >>35592402 >>35592642 >>35594699

>>35591550
>Alright, no more editing. Final entry this time.
I only ever paid attention to the thumbnail you posted, never to the full pic.
The head is a massive improvement but ... the fuck is wrong with her left back leg ?

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)10:12:22 No.35591664 >>35591696

Trying to get together a list of artists for the pack, having a hard time figuring out the signature on: >>35590145

Here is the list of artists I can determine right now:
https://pastebin.com/mGYb9H0F

At the bottom is a list of artist that said yes in the doc but I haven't seen their art in thread. Was thinking to include list in release with a "and many other Anons" at the bottom. If anything is up with the list, let me know.

Also, the revised note kind of got buried. Any feedback on the updated version?
>>35588528

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)10:17:00 No.35591677

>>35591652
Based and woodpilled. Mine is an AR10.

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)10:17:19 No.35591679 >>35591706
File: 1589355174262.png (58 KB, 255x302)

>>35591656
It's just lifted, anon. I don't know. Something to keep in mind
for the next project.

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)10:24:08 No.35591696 >>35591713 >>35592217

>>35591664
>having a hard time figuring out the signature on
"T.Kuroneko".
Are you one of those people who can't read cursive and calligraphy?
You've seemingly missed >>35586732 (Barhandar), the artist doc, and only it, refuses to work for me.
And I think revised note is fine.

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)10:25:57 No.35591700

>>35590750
I think anyone with the iq >100 knows not to put your private info on the internet

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)10:29:26 No.35591706
File: Horse shower.jpg (226 KB, 737x709)

>>35591679
Sorry Anon.
I know it must feel like everyone is picking on you, but the rest of your drawing is real nice and you obviously know how to draw, so the few parts that have weird anatomy/perspective are a lot more jarring than if it
was from some less-talented artist.
Have a sexy horse for your troubles.

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)10:31:29 No.35591713 >>35591825

>>35591696
Usually I'm not that bad with it. Most of the signature is pretty clear, but I was mistaking the u and the r as a w and it was throwing me off. Now that I know, it's obvious. Also, thanks for the feedback.

In case it's Derpy.me messing with you, here's the direct link.
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1OysTqpwUt9W10uuROUR2HA9Ew_8DYCQlO5jYHzf3WIs/edit#gid=0

Maybe it'll help. If not, here is an exported copy:
https://u.smutty.horse/lvyqdtfmafy.xlsx

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)10:47:13 No.35591763

>>35591634
>large
Indeed.

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)11:01:31 No.35591825

>>35591713
>but I was mistaking the u and the r as a w and it was throwing me off
Cursive problems, 'r' is reversed in cursive because if it wasn't, it'd look like a 'n'.
Just wait until you see russian cursive.
It's not Derpy.me, the spreadsheet itself WAS refusing to load anything but a single name and a few select fields being blue.

 Adarkone 07/12/20(Sun)11:36:02 No.35591932 >>35591947 >>35592035 >>35592067 >>35592069

Ey faggots, how about we write a message supporting freespeech or some wholesome shit like that at the end of the pack and got all the draw/writefags who countributed to the pack to sign it?

Come on, itll be cute

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)11:41:41 No.35591947

>>35591932
Artist freedom of expression**

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)12:22:44 No.35592035 >>35592056
File: 679C6CB6B0B4ED567CDB70E98(...).png (757 KB, 750x1000)

>>35591932

maybe. the one famous speech from Dr. Göbbels comes to my mind with the "ive been found out"
comes to my mind.

i like your paintings/comics btw. and im not the only one in the oats server.

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)12:39:02 No.35592056 >>35592072

>>35592035
Wich famous speech?
On second thought... Why a Göbbels speech? Shouldn't we try to write an original letter? Let's try to keep this as clean as possible for optics

Im glad you like my stuff <3 but may I ask what oats server?

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)12:44:53 No.35592067 >>35592079

>>35591932
That could be cool. You thinking like a quote or something and everybody signs below?

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)12:46:49 No.35592069

>>35591932
>Freedom Ain't free. The tree of liberty and ponies gotta be litterd with the blood of Brownies.

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)12:50:24 No.35592072

>>35592056

optics hardly matter anymore. if you dare not lie down and accept any frivolous bullshit the neolibs foist upon you; you will be branded a heretic to their cult. just a reminder that this is about politically motivated tjought policing in fan art
of a childrens cartoon. i dont tjink you can get any more insane than this. its beyond parody.

oats is the aryanne discord. check out mlpol if you want to join.

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)12:55:32 No.35592079

>>35592067
Exactly

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)13:06:31 No.35592106

>>35591610
Never wanted to "fuck nazis" harder

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)13:07:21 No.35592109

>still not done with my scribbles
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)13:31:04 No.35592159 >>35592179 >>35592473

So, when do we post our art in other places? I know some drawfags have posted it elsewhere before, but I'm mostly holding out until the pack releases, so I'm probably gonna upload my art to ponybooru (and derpibooru, just to be a
dick, well, once I'm unbanned) on the 16th

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)13:31:52 No.35592162 >>35592171
File: 0041_OAT_Misc_MLPOL_Heart(...).png (295 KB, 1618x1379)

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)13:36:26 No.35592171 >>35592176

>>35592162 (You)
A bit too frontal, Anon.
Change to "post a I love you Aryanne" or something in the same vein.

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)13:37:56 No.35592176

>>35592171
I don't think it's meant as an art submission, it's just a shitpost kek

 Adarkone 07/12/20(Sun)13:39:00 No.35592179 >>35592189

>>35592159
I drew 2 pics and im working on a third one, as of now I have only uploaded the first one to my Twitter to hype up the art pack a bit.

For those who would want to publish their stuff before the release I'd recommend doing that or uploading teasers of the pics to get #publicity

Or just do whatever you want, that's also an option

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)13:44:31 No.35592189 >>35592227

>>35592179
Well yeah, I uploaded my Aryanne pic to ponybooru, but nowhere else. Didn't post my Molly Tov pic anywhere tho. I can't be assed to do teasers considering I'm a tiny artist with like, no following whatsoever.
And yeah, I know I can do whatever I want, but that's not what I'm asking. I'm mostly just wondering what others are doing.

 T.Kuroneko 07/12/20(Sun)13:52:05 No.35592217

>>35591696
Thank you, anon!

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)13:54:32 No.35592227
File: tumblr_pjyi3j66Ul1ulegsxo(...).jpg (788 KB, 1200x1600)

>>35592189
You gave me an idea: what if we made teaser images compiling most of the art, as in pic related, and asked the drawfags to post it in
their social media?
It'd be a really good way to promote the thing

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)15:04:15 No.35592402

>>35591550
Nice

>>35591656
>the fuck is wrong with her left back leg ?
She's very flexible!

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)15:22:52 No.35592431 >>35592447 >>35592523

>>35591610
Wait, I know this style. Digibrow? Oh man, good to see you again!
I mean, I always saw your art in DB, but is good to see you again after your short visit to /mlpol/.
Keep being based, I love your drawings!

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)15:25:29 No.35592435 >>35592443

>>35590627
Nice. Good to see you again Jay.

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)15:29:45 No.35592443 >>35592448 >>35595408
File: Screenshot_20200712-152542.png (1.11 MB, 1920x1200)

>>35592435

https://ponerpics.org/search?q=oc%3Aaryanne

Ponerpics now at 60.000 images.
With a 2.9k Aryanne gallery as well as most other MLPOL characters.

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)15:32:02 No.35592447

>>35592431
>digisis
Ftfy

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)15:32:09 No.35592448 >>35592453 >>35592462

>>35592443
Before derpi went full retard the tag peaked at 3006. And then there's the images that got killed over the past seven years which are going to be a bitch and a half to find.

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)15:34:19 No.35592453

>>35592448

Check Aryanne thread on mlpol for archive.

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)15:38:19 No.35592462

>>35592448
Someone posted a link in one of the derpi threads to an archive of old pics, not sure if there's any missing ones in here
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/ktfhoqg46glgrtl/AAA7OjhMGFDDZZKn_DzLu1CHa

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)15:43:42 No.35592473

>>35592159
The only place I'm going to upload is tumblr and twitter, probably after the release. maybe I'll fix some things too

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)16:08:13 No.35592523 >>35592610

>>35592431
Close, I'm Digiqrow.
And yeah, I remember /mlpol/. Thanks!

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)16:41:12 No.35592610 >>35592945 >>35594142
File: rainbow_2083183643-1.png (1.61 MB, 1774x2174)

>>35592523

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)16:41:38 No.35592613 >>35592890 >>35593864 >>35594142
File: 123132123132132341424.png (470 KB, 973x1229)

>>35582369
im doing my part.

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)16:47:24 No.35592642

>>35591656
>the fuck is wrong with her left back leg ?
She's heil-ing with it.

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)17:41:46 No.35592890

>>35592613
Cute

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)17:55:27 No.35592945

>>35592610
fucking adorable / 10

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)18:19:21 No.35593034 >>35593048 >>35593102
File: 4819fy.jpg (82 KB, 632x394)

Her situation in a nutshell

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)18:24:48 No.35593048 >>35593102 >>35593763

>>35593034
Except Molestia wasn't killed by SJWs despite them trying very hard, she was killed by _accidental retweet by show staff_.

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)18:34:02 No.35593072

>>35584238
youtube.com/watch?v=FPrWM7rXRWA [Embed] I wish I had more time, I would do an animatic with Aryanne being an exile singing about freeze peach

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)18:42:23 No.35593102
File: edelgard_von_hresvelg_fir(...).jpg (138 KB, 620x1000)

>>35593034
>>35593048

Whatever happens; happens. memes dont die; they are only forgotten.

I take great pleasure from the fact that TSP killed one of the biggest pony sites on the internet because he went full retard over a cute horse with a windmill. His reputation; sanity; funding and an increasing
number of content.

Its all gone and its never coming back. All by his own hand. Biblical foolery.

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)21:55:17 No.35593763

>>35593048
she was definitely killed by sjws
the nicole oliver retweet happened ON thanksgiving, 20 days after down with molestia had already been going on
it added an immense amount of fuel and attention to the fire

https://yuki.la/mlp/12862972

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)22:29:01 No.35593864

>>35592613

i like her hat. no horse is too small to move the world.

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)22:36:57 No.35593891 >>35593912
File: 1(8)2.png (116 KB, 307x286)

>>35582366 (OP)
soooooo when do i put my coronabux towards
the artpack is it up yet

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)22:42:00 No.35593912

>>35593891
We're having a grace period out to the 15th to allow for final organizational stuff to take place as well as for any people running late with submissions. So expect it around then.

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)22:56:22 No.35593961 >>35593980 >>35594014 >>35594734

What quality level do the pictures have to be?

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)23:02:37 No.35593980

>>35593961
The bar is on the floor. This is for fun, and anyone can participate.

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)23:09:16 No.35594014 >>35594096

>>35593961
as long as its not 1000 hrs in ms paint level you should be good

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)23:17:51 No.35594055

>>35590145
I'd wish her right eye was more glossy to imply it was glass/fake

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)23:27:29 No.35594096

>>35594014
welp I guess I am out then

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)23:36:53 No.35594131 >>35594139

Not sure what to draw.
I have an idea about a museum with all pictures just being black but nothing else comes to mind.

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)23:38:48 No.35594139

>>35594131
You could check the artist ideas list in OP.

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)23:39:29 No.35594142 >>35594187
File: 0207_OAT_Vectors_smiling_(...).png (2.12 MB, 3004x3100)

>>35582393
>>35583165
>>35583530
>>35583566
>>35583899
>>35584673
>>35585151
>>35587597

>>35588338
>>35588338
>>35590119
>>35590145
>>35590505
>>35590627
>>35590946
>>35591470
>>35591550
>>35591610
>>35592610
>>35592613

Thank You for choosing to draw best pony! /) Your art is greatly appreciated in multiple communities and will be archived and redistributed as soon as the art pack is released.

3 more days to go. If anyone wishes to pitch in, now is a good opportunity.

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)23:41:09 No.35594152 >>35594188
File: 1491083.png (1.47 MB, 3000x4000)

Has the Charity been decided yet? I was thinking it may be best to actually donate the proceeds to an something that helps Africans for the biggest meme and to deflect criticism. A Malaria charity may be the best in that
case as a lot of African charities are shit and exploitative, most malaria ones just help give them essential drugs to prevent malaria.

Also if I could draw I would make more syrianna because she is the best.

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)23:46:11 No.35594187 >>35594195 >>35594209

>>35594142 (You)
why do people keep missing >>35586732 I've anchored it and everything
give me (You)s pls.

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)23:46:13 No.35594188 >>35594778

>>35594152
The charity is the comic book defense league. It's a free speech organization that works to protect artist's right to draw whatever.

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)23:47:30 No.35594194 >>35594317

>>35586732
>>35586732
>>35586732
>>35586732

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)23:47:35 No.35594195 >>35594317
File: (You).gif (3.78 MB, 250x401)

>>35594187
(You)

 Anonymous 07/12/20(Sun)23:50:51 No.35594209 >>35594317

>>35594187
Because holding hooves is absolutely degenerate, you filthy fucking pervert.
>>35586732

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)00:12:36 No.35594317

>>35594194
>>35594194
>>35594194
>>35594194
>>35594195
>>35594209
>>35594209
Thank (You)!

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)01:15:16 No.35594607

>>35583530
Fucking beautiful

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)01:20:37 No.35594638 >>35594741

>>35583530
fucking gold!
also proposing to make springtime for hitler the official theme song for the pack.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)01:31:44 No.35594699

>>35591656
stop tormenting the guy, hes tried hard and made a big improvement to the face already.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)01:38:53 No.35594734

>>35593961
none. the only thing frowned on is stuff that would be blatantly rule0'd by the old derpi rules since it would hurt the message

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)01:40:23 No.35594741 >>35594765

>>35594638
Should have gotten a bunch of Anons to sing a version of it added all the vocals together

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)01:44:35 No.35594765

>>35594741
holy shit a good old fashioned /mlp/ sings would be based
is there still time to pull it off?

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)01:46:24 No.35594778 >>35594856

>>35594188
i thought that was already talked about being shit due to >>35586367 >>35586351

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)01:48:12 No.35594789

>>35588462
im retarded my brain thought this was talking about giving money to something similar to the ADL. so i take this back

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)01:59:06 No.35594856 >>35594877

>>35594778
People seemed to still be mostly supportive of it in the long run. The whole fiasco is very unfortunate timing. Should we do a strawpoll on whether to continue with it or find another organization? The only thing is it would have to be
done quick.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)02:02:46 No.35594877 >>35594884

>>35594856
https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/heat-vision/3-directors-exit-comic-book-legal-defense-fund-industry-pressure-1301038
The fiasco has been going since the beginning of the month so not really poor timing, more poor research. I think we should switch to not get discredited.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)02:06:15 No.35594884 >>35594907

>>35594877
Any other decent free speech organizations? Then we can do a poll.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)02:11:35 No.35594907 >>35594955 >>35595248

>>35594884
I haven't researched this yet but FAP is fucking keks
https://www.thefirstamendment.org/

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)02:16:44 No.35594940 >>35594958 >>35594963 >>35594975 >>35594985 >>35595054 >>35595109 >>35595574
File: heilometerrr.png (1.85 MB, 1660x879)

just got done with this animation thingy.
https://u.smutty.horse/lvyxbbbwjwl.mp4

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)02:19:07 No.35594955 >>35594965

>>35594907
>They have an art censorship hotline
Kek.

Seems more targeted towards journalists but it could an option. Ideally it'd be good to have a few options. Maybe throw in the horse ones from the doc for good measure. Probably want to get such a poll up sometime tonight to give
enough time for people.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)02:19:39 No.35594958

>>35594940
neat >>35582369

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)02:20:34 No.35594963

>>35594940
this is actually super clever, thanks anon!

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)02:20:40 No.35594965

>>35594955
Looks localized to California but the fact they refer to themselves as FAP all over their website gives me good feels. They know what they've done.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)02:22:24 No.35594975

>>35594940
>1488
I needed those sides damnit

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)02:23:59 No.35594985

>>35594940
Ok, I laughed hard at this. Well done, faggot.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)02:41:05 No.35595054

>>35594940
kek, that's good

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)02:53:05 No.35595109

>>35594940
>not using "Gas Gas Gas"
Missed opportunity.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)03:00:06 No.35595142 >>35595151 >>35595191 >>35595225
File: file.png (716 KB, 743x654)

>>35589277
my power went out while i was painting so unfortunately have to start over from the
drawing. but heres a WIP

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)03:02:25 No.35595151
File: Unf.png (125 KB, 357x357)

>>35595142
Can't wait to see this
finished

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)03:11:24 No.35595191 >>35595205

>>35595142
>my power went out while i was painting
That sucks, but let it be a lesson to save often.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)03:14:45 No.35595205

>>35595191
ive gotten lazy about that since photoshop has autosaves. but thats only when it crashes, not when theres cut power.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)03:18:25 No.35595219 >>35595229
File: 69469p.jpg (191 KB, 1200x900)

Hey fellas, it'd probably be a good idea to go through the threads and add delivery post >>#######'s to the artist doc. I'd help a bit more, but unfortunately I'm pretty shit
with recognizing styles.

Also keep in mind some artists might not necessarily want it to be known they're contributing, so be careful is all.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)03:20:01 No.35595225

>>35595142
This is why you get a UPS

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)03:20:20 No.35595229

>>35595219
thank you based unicorn (canon) twifag

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)03:24:49 No.35595248 >>35595293 >>35595310 >>35595315

>>35594907
Trying to find some more options. Working on a list of links for a Strawpoll. If anyone has suggestions please let me know.

Free speech charity options:

Comic Book Defense League:
Dedicate to protecting rights to draw whatever. Under recent controversy (sexual abuse), director stepped down.
Website: http://cbldf.org/
About: http://cbldf.org/f-a-q/
Work: http://cbldf.org/about-us/case-files/
Allegations: https://derpy.me/d56xD

First Amendment Project:
Dedicated to free speech and free press. Targeted more towards journalists. Localized in California.
Website: https://www.thefirstamendment.org/
About: https://derpy.me/COtii
Work: https://derpy.me/auBji

The Fire:
Works to defend rights on universities.
Website: https://www.thefire.org/
About: https://derpy.me/mdWnS
Work: https://derpy.me/y4p0C

Freedom to Read Foundation:
Protects 1st amendment. Targeted more at libraries.
Website: https://www.ftrf.org/
About: https://derpy.me/wyWSy
Work: https://derpy.me/oYaN4

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)03:32:51 No.35595293 >>35595302

>>35595248
what about just a plain old horse care charity?

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)03:36:52 No.35595302 >>35595310

>>35595293
Here's the quick links from those listed in the doc:

Equus Foundation:
Supports horse welfare across America.
Website: https://www.equusfoundation.org/
About: https://derpy.me/jiuiO
Work: https://derpy.me/jNgWd

Days End Farm Horse Rescue:
Helps care for abused and neglected horses.
Website: https://www.defhr.org/
About: https://derpy.me/JQCh1
Work: https://derpy.me/aNEpF

South Jersey Horse Rescue:
Saves horses from slaughter, helps abandond and abused horses
Website: https://www.southjerseyhorserescue.com/
Work: https://derpy.me/Vkc8K

Was trying to find some more free speech options since the CBDL was the only thing really suggested in that regard. Even then I'm not finding much that does quite the same as them.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)03:38:44 No.35595310

>>35595248
>>35595302
I will probably make the poll in a few hours if there's no other suggestions.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)03:40:26 No.35595315 >>35595327 >>35595332

>>35595248
Honestly, I feel that the Comic Book Defense League needs it now more than ever.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)03:42:52 No.35595327 >>35595508

>>35595315
Maybe, but it's really bad optics.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)03:43:47 No.35595332

>>35595315
Yeah, there doesn't seem to be many others that fill the same niche and the current situation is likely making harder on them. Nonetheless it will be good to have a poll to settle things.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)04:09:26 No.35595408
File: 1582814557049.jpg (50 KB, 890x501)

>>35592443
>60.000

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)04:39:48 No.35595508 >>35595516

>>35595327
>Book Defense League
How is it bad optics for a pro-freedom of expression art pack to donate to a freedom of expression org?

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)04:43:22 No.35595516 >>35595579

>>35595508
It's only because of the situation they're in right now.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)05:02:17 No.35595574
File: kek-smug.gif (2.18 MB, 593x580)

>>35594940
fuck that got me

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)05:03:09 No.35595579 >>35595589

>>35595516
What situation?

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)05:04:58 No.35595589

>>35595579
Executive director resigned over sexual abuse allegations, three others left in the fallout.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)05:41:24 No.35595735 >>35595814 >>35596102 >>35596133

Poll for charity choice:

https://www.strawpoll.me/20575053

Charity options:

Comic Book Defense League:
Dedicate to protecting rights to draw whatever. Under recent controversy (sexual abuse), director stepped down.
Website: http://cbldf.org/
About: http://cbldf.org/f-a-q/
Work: http://cbldf.org/about-us/case-files/
Allegations: https://derpy.me/d56xD

First Amendment Project:
Dedicated to free speech and free press. Targeted more towards journalists. Localized in California.
Website: https://www.thefirstamendment.org/
About: https://derpy.me/COtii
Work: https://derpy.me/auBji

The Fire:
Works to defend rights on universities.
Website: https://www.thefire.org/
About: https://derpy.me/mdWnS
Work: https://derpy.me/y4p0C

Freedom to Read Foundation:
Protects 1st amendment. Targeted more at libraries.
Website: https://www.ftrf.org/
About: https://derpy.me/wyWSy
Work: https://derpy.me/oYaN4

Equus Foundation:
Supports horse welfare across America.
Website: https://www.equusfoundation.org/
About: https://derpy.me/jiuiO
Work: https://derpy.me/jNgWd

Days End Farm Horse Rescue:
Helps care for abused and neglected horses.
Website: https://www.defhr.org/
About: https://derpy.me/JQCh1
Work: https://derpy.me/aNEpF

South Jersey Horse Rescue:
Saves horses from slaughter, helps abandond and abused horses
Website: https://www.southjerseyhorserescue.com/
Work: https://derpy.me/Vkc8K

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)05:56:44 No.35595814
File: it's shit.png (454 KB, 2927x2341)

>>35595735
>single-option only

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)06:11:42 No.35595882
File: 1594610806711.jpg (98 KB, 600x638)

Someone requested this horse from the pre gen4
era >>35595800 →

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)06:11:54 No.35595884 >>35595891
File: 34c.jpg (30 KB, 341x450)

>>35595872
>signifies the Nazi party which killed 11 million people in a
horrific genocide?
I thought it was 6 billion the last time I checked.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)06:13:46 No.35595891 >>35595897

>>35595884
You've misplaced the decimol point. It's actually 6 trillion.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)06:16:25 No.35595897
File: 103576835.png (409 KB, 674x548)

>>35595891
When that number grows, my
boner becomes harder

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)06:19:30 No.35595905 >>35595930
File: 1445923431011.png (90 KB, 500x501)

>35595872
2/10 bait, apply yourself

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)06:28:58 No.35595930 >>35595938
File: 8466db701d028261db0123995(...).png (52 KB, 405x431)

>>35595905
She's trying her best, anon. Not everyone in Compass Square is as easy to get a reaction
out of as Molly Tov.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)06:32:17 No.35595938 >>35596118
File: baitpone.png (150 KB, 653x1200)

>>35595930
Baitpone is a cute

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)06:46:41 No.35595981
File: lq_b8.jpg (7 KB, 546x546)

>35595872

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)07:14:45 No.35596102

>>35595735
too many options when it really boils down to free speech or horse

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)07:15:54 No.35596106 >>35596137

How do you guys differentiate actual submissions from reaction images and references?

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)07:17:11 No.35596113

hello fellow white ponyim.

follow my twitter handle for the latest updates on my holohoax fanfiction.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)07:18:15 No.35596118

>>35595938
That she is. If I thought about it earlier I would've requested baitpone doing something.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)07:21:54 No.35596133 >>35596145

>>35595735
strawpoll?

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)07:22:22 No.35596137

>>35596106
The ones who reply to the anchor are the real submissions.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)07:24:13 No.35596145

>>35596133
People were concerned about the recent controversy in the CBDL.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)08:42:17 No.35596379 >>35596405 >>35596471
File: aryanne (finale).png (166 KB, 1374x1127)

>>35582369
Not much of a drawfag but this art pack has been legendary so far and I'd love to contribute. I ended up not liking my original ideas so I settled on Aryanne
eating a Swastika cookie.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)08:56:04 No.35596405

>>35596379
Very nice. And I do agree that seeing this come together has been quite incredible. So much great art has come out of this.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)09:16:13 No.35596459 >>35596462 >>35596466 >>35596478 >>35596490 >>35596495
File: Cover Draft.jpg (3.36 MB, 3162x1975)

Here's a draft teaser image since someone suggested it earlier. Looking for feed back. Should I repeat the title below? Is the red background text too tacky? Something
else you want done to it?

Also, suggestions for new OP. This next one might be the last one before the final deadline.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)09:19:13 No.35596462 >>35596506

>>35596459
Not enough contrast, the red is very hard to read. No mention of the non-image content. Used the "crypto facists" version of the cover image, and I don't remember if that's what was decided on.

Otherwise, good.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)09:20:28 No.35596466 >>35596506

>>35596459
Looks wonderful, anon, but I have to say that second image in first row is an edit and it might be controversial to add it to the teaser.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)09:22:30 No.35596471

>>35596379
looks real cute, if you want to really sell its a cookie then maybe having a chomp out of it? also making swastica cookies with her oven is adorable

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)09:26:01 No.35596478 >>35596488 >>35596492

>>35596459
what does the helmet branding mean?

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)09:27:58 No.35596488

>>35596478
Might stand for "Freedom Of Speech"?

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)09:27:59 No.35596490 >>35596506

>>35596459
>using crypto facists
>>35587598

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)09:29:19 No.35596492

>>35596478
full of ses

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)09:29:26 No.35596495 >>35596506

>>35596459
You should use the corrected version for the cover >>35587598

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)09:34:45 No.35596506 >>35596512 >>35596516 >>35596521
File: Cover Draft v2.jpg (3.52 MB, 3162x1975)

>>35596462
>>35596466
>>35596490
>>35596495
Thank you for the corrections. How about this?

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)09:36:57 No.35596512 >>35596524

>>35596506
Maybe swap out the second image on the bottom row as the joke about unidentified mare refuses to stand may be lost without the text and instead comes off as Aryanne being Hitler.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)09:37:59 No.35596516

>>35596506
Big improvement on the red, I can read it now. Thanks!

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)09:40:23 No.35596521 >>35596526 >>35596530

>>35596506
I would say that regular white/light grey font on dark grey background looks pretty bland, but I am not sure what would be better.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)09:40:37 No.35596524
File: Cover Draft v3.jpg (3.45 MB, 3162x1975)

>>35596512
Alright.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)09:41:41 No.35596526

>>35596521
I could give it an outline?

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)09:43:01 No.35596530 >>35596533 >>35596536 >>35596540
File: file.png (1004 KB, 538x850)

>>35596521
maybe something more akin to the original colors which are extremely hot and
eye catching

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)09:45:11 No.35596533

>>35596530
Yeah, I wanted to formulate that it should be kind if fiery continuation of the flames in the center art.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)09:45:47 No.35596536 >>35596540
File: file.png (1.03 MB, 676x1014)

>>35596530
Fahrenheit 451 is always related to fire-colors. whether its the the background
or a fill boarder.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)09:47:46 No.35596540 >>35596546
File: Cover Draft v4.jpg (3.8 MB, 3162x1975)

>>35596530
>>35596536

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)09:50:57 No.35596546 >>35596551
File: file.png (531 KB, 807x574)

>>35596540
the dingey yellow is kind of dull.
maybe try this orange?

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)09:54:45 No.35596551 >>35596556 >>35596561
File: Cover Draft v5.jpg (3.8 MB, 3162x1975)

>>35596546
I updated the other colors to be more vibrant as
well.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)09:57:23 No.35596556 >>35596579

>>35596551
Looks much better, though blue on red is eye-raping, white would be better.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)09:58:38 No.35596561 >>35596564 >>35596579

>>35596551
try dropping the outline, and making it smaller caps or just caps. none of F 451 used a single lower case

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)09:59:51 No.35596564 >>35596573

>>35596561
I think it also usually doesn't use Italics, but I might be wrong.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)10:01:45 No.35596573 >>35596579
File: file.png (150 KB, 326x500)

>>35596564
youd be correct. as italics arent as impactful as big
ass bold caps

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)10:04:41 No.35596579 >>35596590
File: Cover Draft v6.jpg (3.5 MB, 3162x1975)

>>35596556
>>35596561
>>35596573
How about a slightly less offensive red? Switched to impact font. Should I do the same for the
words in the background?

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)10:09:24 No.35596590 >>35596595
File: file.png (396 KB, 1280x720)

>>35596579
i dont really get 'fire' from that red. would most likely just go with something more like this with a very strong red and have
the blue words be white

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)10:11:38 No.35596595 >>35596609 >>35596612 >>35596616 >>35596620
File: Cover Draft v7.jpg (3.53 MB, 3162x1975)

>>35596590

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)10:14:43 No.35596609 >>35596620

>>35596595
looks pretty good

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)10:16:20 No.35596612 >>35596620

>>35596595
what abobut the text colors switched. so all main text caps - white, flavor text - yellow orange

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)10:18:13 No.35596616 >>35596620

>>35596595
Beautiful.
Would be ironic to buy an ad for it on Derpibooru, but I don't want to give them shekels.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)10:20:29 No.35596620 >>35596659 >>35596688
File: Cover Draft v7 alt.jpg (3.54 MB, 3162x1975)

>>35596609
Should I use it for the next OP or should I keep with the same? I'm thinking keep the same and save this for promotion.

>>35596612
I think I prefer >>35596595. Stands out more I think.

>>35596616
Derpibooru advertising is free for community projects but you got to reserve like a month in advance and I doubt that they would approve our ad.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)10:25:18 No.35596635 >>35596643 >>35596688

>>35582369
this was posted on /mlpol/ and it's an alternative sketch atlas did instead of aryanne on the moon

Too damn big for 4chan, seriously whats he doing to make it 16megs
https://u.smutty.horse/lvzbjiayiyo.png

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)10:26:45 No.35596643

>>35596635
I saw that in the other thread. Stuck it in the "Other" folder but I guess I can move it to the main folder now. Looks amazing.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)10:31:12 No.35596659 >>35596666

>>35596620
saving it for the promotion is fine by me, but people will grab pics and post em around if they want.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)10:33:56 No.35596666

>>35596659
That's fine. There was also the concern of it being considered advertisement. While not an issue here in thread, on the catalog may be pushing it.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)10:42:11 No.35596688

>>35596635
It's a textured (pseudo-canvas/paint) png, of course it'll be super bloated.
>>35596620
I think keep the same.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)11:21:34 No.35596782 >>35596788 >>35596824 >>35596839 >>35596940

>>35582369
5000 Hours in Windows Movie Maker because Premier decided to die:
Small:
https://u.smutty.horse/lvzbuqzpuel.webm
Super Small:
https://u.smutty.horse/lvzbuoqnprh.webm
If you know a decent anonymous upload site that will take a 150MB file I can upload the full "quality" version.

original sauce: https://www.bitchute.com/video/VZX4H7UmZPsJ/

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)11:23:28 No.35596788

>>35596782
Try catbox. Apparently they allow files up to 200Mb.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)11:28:15 No.35596801

https://mega.nz/#F!hzo1lY6A!cEwzNtqWD_AwaRBdpJ2Bcw

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)11:38:35 No.35596824

>>35596782
Cheesy. I love it.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)11:46:24 No.35596839

>>35596782
this is nice

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)11:55:05 No.35596864 >>35596893

Got another idea for art. You know that "punch" is a drink, right?
The idea is to have Aryanne drinking punch or interacting with Berry Punch, labelled "punch a nazi".

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)12:07:12 No.35596893

>>35596864
you could also just have Aryanne sitting in a bowl of punch

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)12:30:04 No.35596940 >>35597154

>>35596782
>>35582369
Alrighty, full quality version here:
https://files.catbox.moe/j5mehn.mp4

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)12:36:01 No.35596953 >>35596962

NEW THREAD
>>35596946 →

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)12:37:30 No.35596962

>>35596953
were on page 6 nigga

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)13:52:40 No.35597154

>>35596940
Beautiful work, Anon.
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